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Abstract
The gap between Western medicine and traditional Chinese medicine (CM) is closely related to the diversity in culture,
philosophy, and scientific developments. Although numerous studies have evaluated the efficacy of acupuncture, the gap in
explanatory disease models has not been bridged so far. Developments in research of ultraweak photon emission (UPE) and
organized dynamics of metabolism and its relationship with technological advances in metabolomics have created the
conditions to bring the basics of the medicines of the West and East together which might open the avenue for a scientific
dialogue. The paper discusses (1) the UPE in relation to Qi energy, meridians and acupuncture points in CM, (2) the
biochemical explanation of photon emission of living systems in Western biomedicine, and (3) the progress in research
on the large-scale organization and dynamics of the metabolic network including photon metabolism.
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Introduction
The purpose of this article is to stimulate the dialogue
between traditional Chinese medicine (CM) and Western
medicine (WM) by discussing some recent developments
in the field of ultraweak photon emission (UPE), and to
suggest that this field of science may offer a perspective
to bridge the divergent scientific explanatory models
underlying these two medicines. In Western countries,
CM serves as an optional complement to WM, driven
by patient preference. CM, such as acupuncture, is seen
as a gentler, “low-tech,” and nonchemical complement
to improve the quality of life, in particular in the areas of
chronic, noncommunicable diseases, and aging. Such is
officially recognized in the WHO Traditional Medicine
Strategy (2014–2023).1 Many clinical studies have evaluated the efficacy of acupuncture, while numerous
research papers have been published on their physiological mechanisms. However, the gap in explanatory and
diagnostic models is not bridged so far. WM generally
prescribes treatment for specific diseases, often on the
basis of typical perceived physiological and molecular

causes of metabolic derailments. CM, on the other
hand, focuses on symptoms as typical disruptions in
the body’s dynamic energy balance. Acupuncture meridians are thought to represent “channels” through which
flows “meridian qi.” Measuring the distribution of Qi
energy, and hence the interruption in this flow, provides
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important diagnostic information.2,3 Needling of acupuncture points is used to access and influence the interrupted flow and help the ailing body to reestablish its
dynamic homeostasis.
Despite considerable efforts to understand the anatomy and physiology of the acupuncture points and meridians, the characterization of these structures has
remained elusive in a Western biomedical model. But
how sure can we be about the perfectness of the
Western scientific model, in particular with respect to
its absence of critical appraisal of life’s capacity to
direct energy to sustain and repair itself? It has often
been considered as remiss of those practicing the
Western analytical approach by dissecting the living
body into its component parts; based on the conviction
that wholes are no more than the additive sums of their
parts. This has contributed to a polarization between
“traditionalists” and “biomedicalists.” However, both
credulous acceptance and uninformed rejection of the
CM tradition represent flawed positions, and only
through rational investigation of the fundamental ideas
of CM may it claim validity in the future practice of
global medicine.
The present article examines this problem, focusing
particularly on research that has explored CM theory
using biophysical (in particular biophotonics) and biochemical methods. The article first discusses the UPE of
humans in relation to Qi energy, meridians, and acupuncture points. In the 1950s, photomultipliers became
available worldwide, and by the 1970s, the technical
advances in sensitivity of these phototubes had reached
the state where they were able to record from living
organisms in the visible range of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Researchers in China were the first to study
a possible relationship between the UPE from acupuncture points and the Qi (energy) balance as established by
CM diagnostics. The article continues with a summary
of Western biochemistry studies on the biochemical
origin of UPE, its relationship with reactive oxygen species (ROS), and the relationship between UPE and
stress, chronic disease, and aging. Finally, the article
discusses the progress in research on large-scale organization and dynamics of the metabolic network which has
revealed novel energy properties that may bridge CM
and WM. We conclude by identifying future ways that
these medicines may work together toward a common
explanatory model.

UPE in Relation to Qi energy in CM
CM includes both acupuncture and herbal remedies.
Acupuncture is based on meridian theory, which incorporates a system of channels through which vital energy,
or Qi, flows. According to CM theory, one’s health
depends on a dynamic balance between one’s internal
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physiological state and the surrounding environment.
CM incorporates both yin–yang and the 5 elements
theory, called Wu Xing. Yin–yang are mutually opposing forces, such as hot and cold, light and dark, that are
normally in balance with each other, that is, homeostasis
is present. Disease occurs when there is an excess or a
deficiency of either yin or yang. CM theory holds that
our universe is composed of the 5 elements, comprising
wood, fire, earth, metal, and water, and they help to
express the interaction between our body and the surrounding environment.
In addition to the concept of yin and yang, Qi is crucial to CM. Acupuncture meridians are traditionally
thought to represent “channels” through which flows
“meridian qi.”2,3 Qi represents the idea that the body
is impacted by subtle material and dynamic influences
which initiate most physiological functions that maintain the health and vitality of the individual. It is often
used synonymously with the term “life” energy, but this
conceals its material attributes. Energy is defined as the
capacity of a system to do work, while the concept of Qi
embraces much more. There are many different types of
Qi in the body. In general, the features that characterize
each type of Qi derive from its source, location, and
function. When the flow of Qi is unimpeded, the body
is in a state of health and the flow depends on a dynamic
balance between one’s internal physiological state and
the surrounding environment (e.g., season) as well as
on age and gender. All illness (as defined by CM) is an
imbalance of Qi within the body, and signs and symptoms reflect the anatomical location of the disturbance
or obstruction of Qi. As a therapeutic tool, acupuncture
is utilized to assist in the regulation of Qi by providing a
specific stimulus to body points that lie along meridian
channel pathways and to remove an obstruction.
Yan Zhiqiang and colleagues of the Shandong
College of Traditional Chinese Medicine and Zheng
Rongrong and colleagues of the Shanghai Institute of
Traditional Chinese Medicine were the first to make
descriptive studies of UPE from the acupuncture
points at the meridian ends, preferentially the fingertips
and toes, utilizing photomultiplier tubes with approximately 1 cm opening which were placed in a dark chamber in close proximity to the acupuncture point of
interest. Their descriptive and comparative studies
included group sizes ranging between 10 and 100 subjects, controlled for sex and age and statistically evaluated. More than 30 studies were published between 1979
and 1998, mostly in Chinese scientific journals. These
studies have been evaluated recently by the Sino-Dutch
Centre for Preventive and Personalized Medicine of
Leiden University, the Netherlands.4 This evaluation
focused on UPE studies of humans that are important
for independent repetition. To summarize the results of
these studies, the overall fingertip emissions of men and
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women in different age groups demonstrated that emissions were not statistically different till the age of 30
years, but then UPE began to increase; UPE of aging
men increased more than the UPE of aging women in
the same age-group. A seasonal pattern in UPE was
observed: emissions in summer were significantly
higher than in winter. In all these studies with healthy
subjects, the corresponding right and left fingertips
behaved similarly, that is, emission was symmetric.5,6
In contrast, unhealthy subjects—patients—often demonstrated a broken left–right symmetry and increased emission strengths.7,8 The a-symmetry in UPE was not only
observed for Chinese syndromes but also for typical
“Western” diseases, including hypertension, facial
nerve paralysis, constipation, and cancer.7–10 A final
topic to be mentioned was the effect of acupuncture
treatment on the UPE of all patients participating in
all studies, independent of type of pathology, as compared to all control subjects. Before treatment, the overall patient group (N ¼ 279) had increased UPE of 70%
compared the to the control group (N ¼ 315). After
treatment with acupuncture, the UPE of the patient
group was reduced to 11% higher than the control group.11,12
The photon emission of the different finger points was
more recently confirmed using UPE imaging techniques.13,14 These images demonstrated that intensity of
the emissions decreased from the finger tips along the
fingers to the central area of the hand with a high
degree of left–right symmetry.15 The dynamics of this
pattern was studied by repeated measurements showing
that the pattern remains stable, but the intensity in UPE
could change. The images also illustrated that the
detailed heterogeneity of the hand emission (as shown
by the fingertips) was reflected in the “average” intensities of the dorsal and palm sides of the hands. The latter
procedure was utilized for the evaluation of the intensity
and left–right symmetry of photon emission in both
patients and healthy subjects.16–22 This was applied to
study the relationship between UPE and the Qi balance
by other research teams.19,21,22 UPE dynamics measured
from hands was related to diurnal and annual
rhythms.16–19 In other UPE studies, the left–right symmetry measured from the hands of diseased subjects was
shown to be broken17,18,21,22 and reestablished after acupuncture treatment.21,22 The influence of age and gender
regarding UPE measured from dorsal and palm sides of
the hands showed an increase in UPE during aging. The
UPE of aging men increased more than the UPE of
aging women of the same age.23 The main results arising
from these studies is that human photon emission
increases with age as well as with disease. It depends
on gender and it is reduced by acupuncture.
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Western Science Perspectives on UPE
Western scientific research on UPE from living organisms has a longer history, beginning shortly after the
arrival of the photomultiplier tube for industrial purposes.24 In the 1960s, Russian scientists estimated UPE
from all types of biological organisms and tissues. They
also produced emission data in relation to physiology
and biochemistry, demonstrating that photon emission
is dependent on the presence of oxygen.25,26 In the 1970s,
research centers worldwide began research to address
UPE as a sensitive assay for oxidative radical reactions.
Around 1980, it was concluded that all organisms emit
photons and that the intensity was related to stress and
was derived from oxygen radicals. UPE covers a broad
spectrum from ultraviolet/visible/near infrared part of
the electromagnetic spectrum as a result of biochemical
reactions in biological systems. The types of chemical
reactions fulfilling the requirements for photon emission
and the role of high-energy excited states in the generation of UPE were reviewed from the 1980s.27–29 In cells,
mitochondria are the main source of photon emission;
the luminescence was associated with the respiratory
chain when the reduction of O2 is incomplete, and superoxide anion and other ROS are formed. Photons are
emitted from ROS and related peroxidations of mitochondrial membrane lipids resulting in specific spectral
bands, such as 780 nm, 703 nm, 634 nm, photons in the
350-500 nm range and even in the 230 to 300 nm range.
Broad spectral bands in mitochondria are caused, when
mitochondrial proteins and DNA are excited by UV
photons of 230 to 300 nm which results in fluorescence
with emissions in the longer regions.30,31
The relationship between emission and stress and disease via ROS was another important Western contribution.32,33 When metabolism is perturbed, excessive
amounts of ROS are formed which not only increase
UPE but also cause damage to lipids, nucleic acids,
and proteins, and even loss of mitochondrial and cellular
functions, ultimately leading to cell death.34 The feasibility of recording UPE as a tool for measuring changes
in human health has been reviewed.35,36
An important increase in knowledge took place in the
1990s, the decade of the mitochondrial genome, when
different deletions and duplications of mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) were found to be associated with disease.37–40 While most human cells contain 2 copies of
nuclear DNA, these cells contain many more copies of
mtDNA (from 1000 to 100 000, depending on the cell
type). They are all identical in a healthy individual at
birth. By contrast, patients harboring pathogenic
mtDNA defects often have a mixture of mutated and
wild-type mtDNA.41 Notably, mitochondria are the
major producers of ROS and since mtDNA is not protected by histone and nonhistone chromosomal proteins
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like the nuclear DNA, the mtDNA is highly vulnerable
to damage by ROS.
Another newly emerging property of mitochondria is
that they do not sit idle within the cell cytoplasm, as
suggested by the traditional static bean-like picture in
textbooks. Although long believed to behave as independent organelles, new evidence is changing this solitary
view of mitochondria. Visualizing live cells under the
microscope reveals that mitochondria form dynamic networks whose structure is molded by the opposing processes of mitochondrial fission and fusion leading to
shape changes and molecular exchange within seconds
to minutes.42 Various cellular environmental stimuli,
such as nutrient stress or vital attack, dramatically
change the shape of the mitochondrial network.43,44 It
has commonly been reported that mitochondrial morphology is closely associated with the ability of mitochondria to produce energy.45
Bioenergetic adaptation is not the only mitochondrial
task that involves changes to mitochondrial architecture.
A vital task that engages the fusion and fission machinery is the mitochondrial life cycle. The brief transitions
between connected and separated mitochondria enable
the reorganization of mitochondrial components and
hence, the elimination of damaged material, thereby
maintaining a healthy mitochondrial population. One
can appreciate that the life cycle of mitochondria
would be compromised if mitochondrial fusion or fission
was disabled. Mitochondrial dynamics are dependent on
interactions with the cellular cytoskeleton—both microtubules and actin filaments. Mitochondrial–cytoskeletal
interactions have a well-established role in mitochondrial motility. Recent progress indicates that these interactions also regulate the balance of mitochondrial fission/
fusion as well as mitochondria turnover.46–48
The most recent breakthroughs in mitochondrial
research on ROS and its associated UPE include the
development of novel mitochondrial targeted fluorescent
indicators to probe ROS. Instead of the spontaneous
inefficient formation of photons from ROS, these fluorescent substances efficiently utilize the ROS (in particular, superoxide) energy to produce a specific
fluorescence signal. Such a tool or indicator in intact
cells and live animals led to the observation of a
“mitochondrial flash” within individual mitochondria.49,50 The universal existence from plants to mammals of “flash-like” events detected by mitochondrial
ROS indicators represents a major breakthrough. A
number of different fluorescent indicators for multiple
processes (e.g., superoxide, pH, and membrane potential) can detect flash activity involving multiple transient
concurrent changes within the mitochondrion. The similar unitary features “flash-like” events have suggested
that many mitochondrial processes/functions are
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integrated or interconnected, and changes in 1 component directly or indirectly affect the others.51,52
Compatible with the significantly increased flash frequency under pathological conditions as outlined earlier
is the “ROS-induced ROS release” model. This model
was developed based on the findings that laser-induced
local ROS production triggers mitochondrial inner
membrane permeability to release ROS.53,54 The
released extramitochondrial ROS subsequently triggers
neighboring mitochondria to undergo a similar process
that leads to whole-cell bursting of ROS oscillations.
Since synchronized flash activity is observed in a group
of interconnected mitochondria, individual mitochondrial flashes and whole-cell ROS oscillations could
be mechanistically linked and reflect the dynamic ROS
regulation (and integrated mitochondrial functions)
under physiological or pathological conditions,
respectively.55,56
The mitochondrial dynamics is part of a larger field of
research of pulsating and oscillating cellular processes,
which began early in the 1970s, when the glycolytic pathways of yeast cells revealed the existence of metabolic
oscillations with a rather constant frequency with a
period of 19.6 seconds. In the late 1990s, research
regarding cellular and subcellular oscillations of superoxide production was carried out in leukocytes.57,58
The dynamics in metabolism are even extended to
pulsing in genetic circuits. Single-cell experiments have
revealed a novel and very different picture of genetic
regulation. The new insights have emerged from quantitative time lapse video microscopy and fluorescent
reporter genes, allowing researchers to accurately track
the dynamic behavior of specific proteins over time in
individual living cells. A recurring theme from these
studies is that many regulatory key transcription factors
undergo continual, repetitive pulses of activation even
when cells are maintained in constant conditions.59,60
The main conclusion from the studies presented in this
section is that metabolism of cells is regulated by the
pulsations of metabolic networks including the photon
metabolism. Although some intercellular synchronization has already been established, the next challenge in
this research is the scale of this intercellular organization
within the body and its organ systems.

UPE in Systems Biology
The arrival of systems biology signifies an improvement
in the understanding of the organization of metabolism
in health and disease. Systems-based thinking has developed through systems biology in life sciences and is used
to study organizations in a wider context. An important
feature of systems-based thinking is its focus on relationships rather than individual variables. Systems-based
thinking regarding metabolism focuses not on the
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levels of metabolites but instead on their relative quantities, ratios, and patterns that can be detected within the
ocean of thousands of metabolites. The UPE signal
might reveal different aspects of system organization
and has been studied during changes of this
organization.61,62
One type of approach includes the recent developments in systems biology that evaluate the correlation
between the complex metabolic network organization
and the dynamic UPE profile.61,63,64 A targeted metabolomics approach with capillary electrophoresis—mass
spectrometry was used to profile intracellular metabolites in HL-60 cells and to compare metabolic patterns
with UPE after inducing respiratory burst. The results
demonstrate the potential of UPE to monitor overall
metabolic changes in oxidative stress without being correlated with single regulators in the reduction/oxidation balance.64
We hope to illustrate by this discussion that, in our
opinion, there is a way to converge the medicine of the
East and West and bring them together through the currently developing biochemical (dynamic connected metabolic network) and biophysical (subtler photon energy
mitochondrial network) perspectives.

Bridging Medical Disciplines
The theoretical foundation for integrative medicine
practices largely derives from traditional Eastern philosophy where biological processes are conceptualized not
in molecular terms but in terms of “vital energy,”
“biofield,” and the flow of “Qi” between organ systems.
In this framework, “dissonance” in energetic states is
assumed to underlie or drive pathophysiological states
or disease. Research on whether conditions such as
“excess heat” or “deficient lung Qi” from traditional
CM have measurable bioenergetic (UPE) correlates has
begun with evaluating the molecular and UPE aspects of
“energetically” defined disease states. This kind of systematic comparison could possibly promote dialogue
among researchers and practitioners with a common
interest to assess usefulness of integrative medicine therapies.
The advent of the noninvasive ultraweak photon
counting technology has provided evidence for the existence of ubiquitous photon energy that may be related
with Qi energy in CM. The technological progress
should additionally facilitate the integration between
Western anatomical/molecular and Eastern bioenergetics perspectives by applying the photon counting technology in research in the field of mitochondrial
dysfunction.
However, we are not there yet: the real challenge is an
intercultural dialogue aimed, according to Eberhard
Scheiffele, at “Questioning One’s ‘Own’ from the
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Perspective of the Foreign.”65 Through such a constructive kind of alienation, it is possible that core concepts of
our scientific tradition come to life in a renewed way.
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